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ABSTRACT. Scuba has permitted in situ research of the early life histories of subtidal marine invertebrates, limited only by the small size of early stages. Investigators have used scuba to observe, among other things, coral spawning, including the spectacular mass spawns on the Great Barrier Reef, which established that most corals are hermaphroditic broadcast spawners. Observations and experiments have been conducted to measure fertilization rates of free-spawning species, such as octocorals, sea cucumbers, sea urchins, and sea stars. Experiments have measured relative male reproductive success and the gamete traits that influence it in sea urchins. Finally, in tunicates, which produce larvae large enough to be seen by the naked eye and short-lived enough to be followed on a single dive, scuba has allowed direct observation from release to settlement, thus helping to shed some light on this process, which otherwise can only be studied indirectly.

INTRODUCTION

The reproductive biology of marine organisms was, during the nineteenth century, the realm of zoologists and embryologists. Dissection and histological analysis of adults identified reproductive cycles, and careful study of the morphology of embryos and their metamorphoses into adults was a hallmark of “nineteenth century biology.” The products of those efforts—expansive, often beautifully illustrated monographs—form the basis of our understanding of the reproductive biology of many marine invertebrates. This foundation was skewed toward taxa that could be studied in the laboratory or could be readily collected and observed. Entering the water and finding out what these organisms do in nature is an essential additional component to this foundation. If the American baseball player Yogi Berra’s dictum, “You can observe a lot by watching,” is correct, then it is scuba that has allowed researchers to “watch.”

For over a century it has been recognized that understanding the early life history stages of marine organisms is critical to understanding their population dynamics. Yet it was only in the 1980s that researchers took to the field to observe these stages. With the advent of scuba, investigators were able to conduct careful observations on the relative importance of different life stages and determine what traits made individuals more or less likely to survive through these transitions. Observations and experiments took time, patience, and a careful hand, requirements that provided an excellent match between the research question and the use of scuba.

In this chapter we consider how in situ observations and experiments have provided information on spawning behavior, fertilization, larval survivorship, and settlement of several marine invertebrates. Our aim is to illustrate how the use of scuba has permitted the acquisition of critical knowledge connected to early life histories in the natural environment.
THE USE OF SCUBA TO STUDY
THE REPRODUCTIVE BIOLOGY
OF MARINE INVERTEBRATES

SPawning Observations

A striking example of the role of scuba in facilitating new knowledge is the reproductive biology of corals. At the start of the twentieth century, few data were available about coral reproductive biology. Reports characterized scleractinians as brooders that released fully developed planula larvae. Although there were data indicating that some species broadcast gametes (see references in Fadlallah and Pearse, 1982), the suggestion that scleractinians were primarily brooders (Marshall and Stephenson, 1933; Yonge, 1940) persisted until the 1980s.

This perception was corrected when a group of researchers from James Cook University discovered a mass spawning event on the Great Barrier Reef (Harrison et al., 1984). In that first publication on the mass spawning, the number of scleractinians known to broadcast spawn grew from eight to over sixty. The in situ observations of spawning behavior and characterizations of the extent and timing of the event were the product of scuba use. Similarly, the microscopic examination of tissue and the laboratory observations, which were also an important component of the research, were dependent on scuba for the collection of specimens. Scuba allowed the study of reproductive biology to expand from those species that could be readily collected in shallow pools and exposed tidal flats to species in the full extent of the reef. The images of the spawning event electrified a generation of researchers who proceeded to search for similar events at other locations. The data from the Great Barrier Reef mass spawning continued to grow (Babcock et al., 1986), and additional reports from the Pacific and the Caribbean (Szmant, 1986; Van Veghel, 1993) led to the conclusion that the majority of scleractinian taxa are hermaphroditic and broadcast spawners (Richmond and Hunter, 1990; Carlton, 1999). The most recent review of the literature (Harrison, 2011) identifies 367 broadcast-spawning species compared to 75 that brood planulae. It is difficult to imagine that our understanding would be as complete without the use of scuba.

Although many species exhibit some degree of synchrony among individuals, observations of spawning are rare. An event that lasts minutes to hours and occurs on only a few days each year is not readily observed. Perhaps the greatest contribution of scuba to increasing our knowledge of spawning is that it enables researchers to spend large amounts of time in the water and serendipitously observe spawning events. For instance, Hendler and Meyer (1982), Lessios (1984), Pearse et al. (1988), McEuen (1988), Lamare and Stewart (1998), and Himmelmann et al. (2008) all report observations of spawning events in a variety of echinoderms. In a study of reproduction of Strongylocentrotus spp., Levitan (2002a) twice observed natural spawning by S. franciscanus, and was able to incorporate data from these events into a study that otherwise relied on induced spawning.

Fertilization Success

Mortensen (1938) considered fertilization to be a significant obstacle in the life history of broadcast spawners. In contrast, in a paper that for decades was one of the guiding forces of benthic ecology, Thorson (1946) considered and rejected the likelihood of variation in successful production of embryos. These hypotheses were examined in a series of experiments by Pennington (1985). Working with the sea urchin Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, Pennington was able to show that in natural settings sperm released by males in induced spawning events were rapidly diluted. As sperm were advected, the probability of fertilization decreased dramatically within meters of the spawning male. These experiments, which were conducted by scuba divers in 10 m depths, were followed by theoretical papers (Denny, 1988; Denny and Shibata, 1989) that underscored the difficulty of achieving high fertilization rates in some environments. Subsequent work with sea urchins has raised a number of methodological questions about the appropriate manner to assess fertilization success (Thomas, 1994; Yund and Meidel, 2003;
Yund et al., 2005). However, regardless of the precise values of fertilization rates, Pennington’s study changed the paradigm to one in which fertilization success was not necessarily high. Where, when, and how marine species achieve high fertilization success is a fundamental question in their reproductive biology that relates to the fitness of individuals, the sustenance of populations, and even the efficacy of such conservation approaches as marine protected areas.

Assessing fertilization rates in the field requires access to benthic organisms as they spawn, which (with the exception of intertidal or very shallow habitats) requires the use of scuba. Fertilization probabilities measured in the field vary widely among studies. While cases of sperm limitation have been reported, most studies include at least some examples of high probabilities of fertilization. This may reflect the importance of fertilization rates and thus of strong selection for mechanisms that enhance fertilization, or alternately it may be a reflection of the life history of organisms that have been studied.

The first series of reports of in situ measurements of fertilization rates appeared in 1992 (Babcock and Mundy, 1992; Babcock et al., 1992; Brazier and Lasker, 1992; Oliver and Babcock, 1992; Sewell and Levitan, 1992). Babcock et al. (1992) based their estimates of fertilization success on collections of eggs from the water column following their release from several Great Barrier Reef holothurians. They reported fertilization success ranging from 0% to 96%. The proportion of eggs fertilized in the spawning events varied among species, by day, time of day, and number and proximity of spawning individuals. Most of the values were well over 50%, with the sea cucumber Bohadschia argus having fertilization success ranging from 86% to 96% during the same night. Most studies suggest eggs are fertilized at the peak of spawning events: eggs spawned early in the event, late in the event, or by relatively isolated individuals can have low, sometimes near-zero fertilization rates. Sewell and Levitan (1992) found high fertilization success in a spawning sea cucumber. The octocoral Plexaura kuna exhibits fertilization success that varies with day of the spawning event and current speed (Lasker et al., 1996). Individual samples had fertilization success ranging from 0% to 100%, and the monthly means for the multi-day synchronous spawning events ranged from 0% to 60.4%. Similarly collected data for Pseudoplexaura porosa found overall fertilization success to be 67%, but the rates varied with day and position on the reef (Coma and Lasker, 1997). Up to 83% of Acanthaster planci eggs were fertilized (Babcock and Mundy, 1992). Eggs released by individuals that were over 60 m from the nearest male still had fertilization success rates of 23%. All of the eggs collected in these studies were obtained using scuba. Eggs of octocorals (which are large and positively buoyant) could possibly have been collected on the surface downstream of the spawning colonies, but counting the numbers of colonies spawning and characterizing the fine-scale variation that was observed would have been impossible without scuba.

Fertilization success has also been measured in several species that brood. Brazier and Lasker (1992) estimated fertilization rates of the octocoral Briareum asbestinum on two reefs in the San Blas Islands, Panama. The estimates of Brazier and Lasker (1990) were based on comparisons between the number of mature eggs present in the polyps and the numbers of embryos produced by the colonies. Values of fertilization success on reefs that had relatively low abundances of B. asbestinum are among the lowest reported in natural spawning events. In many instances none of the eggs were fertilized, and in the best of three years the average success was only 20%. As might be expected in a system with low fertilization success, colonies with nearby males did better. In contrast, estimates of fertilization success are markedly higher for Pseudopterogorgia elisabethae, a Caribbean octocoral that also surface broods (Lasker, 2006), and for the scleractinian Goniastrea faviolus (Miller and Mundy, 2005). Fertilization occurs on the colony surface in both of these species and in both, the fertilization of released eggs approached 100% in some samples.

**Estimating Male Reproductive Success**

Most work on fertilization ecology has focused on the percentage of eggs that are fertilized. Female success provides key information on the demographic effects of sperm availability and how females with different traits might be under differential selection. Estimates of male fertilization success are also critical for understanding selection on male traits and for determining the relative intensity of sexual selection between males and females. Measures of male reproductive success have lagged behind female estimates because they are more difficult to obtain. As the use of genetic markers has become more efficient, more affordable, and possible with tiny embryos, estimates of male reproductive success have started to emerge.

The first estimates of male reproductive success focused on species that brood offspring. In these species, females retain eggs and collect sperm for fertilization from the water column. Estimating parentage from brooders is somewhat simplified because maternity is known and only paternity must be estimated. In addition, embryos can be collected more simply from the brood chamber. Divers do not need to be on hand during the moment of spawning to collect eggs and embryos in the sea during brief and often unpredictable spawning events. The first study of male success was conducted on the ascidian Botryllus schlosseri (Grosberg, 1991). Colonies bred to be homozygous for rare alleles were explanted, and their sperm were allowed to disperse. After two weeks, samples from adult colonies at marked distances from these source colonies were collected, and embryos were analyzed for these rare alleles. The results showed that paternity rapidly diminished over the first 50 cm from the focal colony, suggesting that effects of sperm on gene flow are highly localized. Further experimental work with brooding species of both Botryllus and the bryozoan Celleporella byalina has investigated how the presence of nearby mates influences the likelihood of mating with more distant mates and also the likelihood of selfing versus outcrossing (Yund and McCartney, 1994).
Work using scuba to place and retrieve experimental arrays of sessile brooding invertebrates examined the consequences of egg versus sperm allocation on reproductive success in hermaphroditic species. The hypothesis was that hermaphrodites should allocate much more energy toward eggs than sperm if fertilization requires a one-to-one interaction between sperm and egg, and if sperm are smaller than eggs. Empirical data, however, indicated that energy allocation was much more even between the male and female gametes than predicted. Subtidal experiments showed that under conditions of competition, individuals allocating more energy to sperm garnered higher success (McCartney, 1997; Yund, 1998). More recent work also demonstrated that even in the absence of competition, increased allocation to sperm allowed individuals to overcome sperm limitation when mates were distantly located (Johnson and Yund, 2009). Combined, these findings provide a potential explanation for similar levels of investment to male and female gametes in hermaphrodites.

Patterns of paternity, and multiple parentage in natural populations of brooding invertebrates, has also been explored using scuba. Studies on both ascidians (Johnson and Yund, 2007) and soft corals (Lasker et al., 2008) suggest that multiple paternity is common, and that patterns of paternity are not clearly related to mate distance, body size, or density. It may be that the timing of release of sperm may influence paternity more than differences in mate distance; nearby mates have no chance at fertilization if they release sperm when eggs are not available. Experiments conducted on broadcast-spawning individuals indicate that male timing is critical to fertilization and paternal success (Levitan, 2005). In addition to timing effects, there is some evidence indicating that increases in the number of males contributing sperm can influence the fraction of fertilized eggs (Purchase et al., 2007), presumably because eggs vary in their compatibility with different kinds of sperm. High multiple paternity across gradients of adult density (Johnson and Yund, 2007) or distance (Lasker et al., 2008) may reflect the importance of both timing and gametic compatibility that results in genetic variation within a brood across these demographic conditions.

Paternity from natural spawning has been measured in one system of a broadcasting marine invertebrate. Coffroth and Lasker (1998) established long-term studies of male and female reproductive success in the broadcast spawning soft coral Plexaura kuna. This species often fragments asexually. Male reproductive success was examined as a function of distance from a focal female to each male genotype and the number of colonies that belonged to each genotype (clone size). Plexaura kuna predictably broadcasts gametes 3 to 9 days following the full moon, releasing eggs large enough to be seen by divers. Egg samples were collected into syringes by divers located downstream of spawning female colonies. Embryos were reared for several days and then frozen for genetic analysis using RAPD markers. Most variation in male reproductive success could be attributed to their distance from the female. In addition, clone size might indirectly influence paternal success by spreading individuals across a larger area, thus decreasing the distance to potential mates.

The Use of Scuba to Determine if Gamete Traits Influence Fertilization in the Sea

Gamete interactions have been studied in the laboratory for the past hundred years (e.g., Lillie, 1915). Gamete traits such as egg size (Levitan, 1993; Marshall et al., 2002), egg accessory structures (Podolsky, 2002; Farley and Levitan, 2001), chemical attractants (Miller, 1966; Riffell et al., 2004), sperm velocity (Levitan, 2000a; Kupriyanova and Havenhand, 2002), and sperm-egg compatibility (Hagström and Lönning, 1967; Evans and Marshall, 2005) have been shown in the laboratory to influence the rate of fertilization within species and the likelihood of hybridization across species. However, to understand the fitness consequences of variation in sperm and egg traits it is necessary to study it in the sea. There is reason to doubt the importance of variation in these traits because the velocity of water flow (cm to m per second; Denny, 1988) can be orders of magnitude greater than sperm velocity (~200 micrometers per second; Levitan et al., 1991), and because mate density and distance exert large effects on the local concentration of sperm (Pennington, 1985; Levitan, 2002a). These variables could perhaps swamp the consequences of subtle variation in traits such as sperm velocity or egg receptivity. Determining how gamete traits influence reproductive success in the sea provides support for the numerous theories on how sperm availability influences gamete morphology (Levitan, 2000b; Podolsky, 2004; Luttikhuizen et al., 2004) and compatibility (Swanson and Vacquier, 2002; Zigler et al., 2005).

Field studies conducted along the shores of Vancouver Island, British Columbia have investigated the influence of sperm availability and gamete traits on fertilization in three congeneric subtidal sea urchins: Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis, S. franciscanus, and S. purpuratus. Gamete traits vary in these three species. Strongylocentrotus purpuratus has the smallest eggs and requires the highest sperm concentrations to achieve fertilization; it is also the species with eggs most resistant to polyspermy and has the fastest, but shortest-lived sperm. Strongylocentrotus droebachiensis has the opposite traits: large eggs that require the least amount of sperm to achieve fertilization but are the most susceptible to polyspermy, and the slowest, but longest-lived sperm. Strongylocentrotus franciscanus is intermediate in all these traits (Levitan, 1993; Levitan et al., 2007). This gradient in gamete traits is consistent with S. purpuratus having gamete traits best adapted to high levels of sperm availability and S. droebachiensis having traits best adapted to low levels of sperm availability. Field surveys using scuba documented that along the outer west coast of Vancouver Island these traits match the level of aggregation and population density seen among these three species; average nearest-neighbor distances (Levitan, 2002b) and local densities (Levitan, 2002a) indicate that S. purpuratus lives in the most crowded populations and S. droebachiensis lives in the most sparse ones.

Subtidal field experiments have examined how gametes from these three species perform under a range of conditions of sperm availability. The first set of experiments was intended to isolate
gametes from the adults to see how within- and among-species variation in gamete performance in the field could be predicted by how well they performed in the laboratory. The protocol was to induce sea urchins to spawn in the laboratory and measure gamete traits and gamete performance. Then the protocol was to bring these gametes into the field and release them, wait for fertilization to occur, and then collect eggs with a subtidal plankton pump. Collected eggs were then brought back to the laboratory to determine the fertilized fraction. The results of these studies documented that individuals that produced gametes that performed well in the laboratory also produced gametes that performed well in the ocean; the subtle differences in gamete traits noted in the laboratory translated into fitness differences in the ocean (Levitan, 1996). The results also documented that each species produced gametes that performed best under conditions of sperm availability that were typical for that species (Levitan, 1998).

A second set of field experiments attempted to reflect spawning in nature more accurately. Sea urchins were induced to spawn in situ via an injection of 0.55 mol/L KCl solution and then placed back into their natural locations across a range of population densities and flow conditions (Levitan, 2002a). In these experiments, a 5×5 meter grid was established on the bottom over a range of sea urchin abundances. All the sea urchins from one species within the grid were injected with KCl to induce spawning. After 30 minutes, the position of all individuals was mapped and a sample of eggs was collected above each female with a subtidal plankton pump. Patterns of water flow and depth were measured with a S4 current meter, which recorded flow and water depth every 0.5 s. The results indicated strong effects of population density and abundance, but also revealed species differences as suggested by the previous study, which had examined gamete traits independently of adult spawning behavior; *S. purpuratus* performed best at high population densities, but *S. droebachiensis* performed best at low densities (Levitan, 2002a). Manipulation of *S. purpuratus* to lower densities than typical resulted in that species doing poorly relative to the other two species (Levitan, 2002a). Further tests, examining how *S. franciscanus* performed at higher densities, indicated that this species was much more susceptible to embryo death caused by polyspermy compared to *S. purpuratus* (Levitan, 2004). In sum, the field studies suggest that these species have gamete traits that perform best under typical conditions and also suggest density-dependent selection of gamete traits based on levels of sperm availability.

Investigations of patterns of sexual selection and the influence of selection on gamete traits (specifically on gamete recognition proteins) used the same field protocols as above, with the addition that the developing embryos were cultured for three days, and then frozen for parentage analysis (Levitan, 2004; 2008). In addition, tube foot samples were collected from all adults in the experiment for genetic analysis to determine their reproductive success, but also to sequence sperm bindin, a protein on the head of the sperm that binds to a receptor on the surface of the egg (Levitan and Ferrell, 2006; Levitan and Stapper, 2010). These experiments were conducted with *S. franciscanus* and *S. purpuratus*, species that differ in their susceptibility to polyspermy. The results of the parentage analysis indicated that in *S. franciscanus* the level of male competition for eggs was similar across male densities. Across densities ranging from sperm limitation to polyspermic conditions the variance in reproductive success was relatively high and constant; there were male winners and losers at all densities.

The pattern in females was more complex. At low sperm densities, there was high variance in female success caused by sperm limitation. As male density increased, female fertilization success increased to the point where all females were saturated with sperm and the variance among females was very low; all females were successful. However, as densities increased further, variance in female reproductive success increased again, driven by variation in polyspermy among eggs produced by different females. These results suggest very different selective pressures at high and low sperm densities. At low densities both males and females are selected to produce gametes with the capacity for a high rate of fertilization. However, at high densities, eggs suffer from polyspermy; so that females producing eggs less compatible with sperm avoid embryo death. Males, on the other hand, should compete for fertilization and be selected for higher fertilization rates. This produces sexual conflict over fertilization rate (and gametic compatibility) at high densities (Levitan, 2004).

Individuals from this same experiment were then sequenced to determine their sperm bindin genotype. The results indicated that males with a common form of the protein had a fertilization advantage over males with a rarer form of the protein, while females with the rarer genotypes were more successful. Further analysis indicated that males that matched females at the sperm bindin locus were most successful at low densities when sperm were limited, while mismatched individuals had higher success at high densities when polyspermy was common (Levitan and Ferrell, 2006). These findings and similar results noted in *S. purpuratus* (Levitan, 2008; Levitan and Stapper, 2010) suggest that, in spite of the large influences of water flow and distance on reproductive success, subtle within-species differences in gametic compatibility can be important in determining fertilization success in the sea.

**The Use of SCUBA to Follow the Fate of Planktonic Larvae**

Many benthic marine organisms display dual life cycles. The adults are sessile or sedentary, but they produce planktonic larvae that are released in the water column, where they stay for different lengths of time ranging from a few minutes to several months, and travel with the currents to distant locations (Scheltema, 1988) where they settle to complete the life cycle. The fate of such larvae is an important parameter, both in the study of the life history of particular species (Stearns, 1977) and in our understanding of the factors that affect marine community composition (Lewin, 1986; Underwood and Fairweather, 1989; Grosberg and Levitan, 1992; Roughgarden et al., 1994). However, given their
microscopic size, often unpredictable release, and frequently long planktonic stages, larvae are difficult or impossible to observe directly in nature. Thus in most instances investigators have had to rely on indirect methods of assessing the mode and rate of larval influx into benthic ecosystems. Such methods include radioactive labeling and release of larvae into their native habitat (Arnold et al., 2003); comparison of larval supply (determined by plankton sampling) to quantities of metamorphosing juveniles (Grosberg, 1982; Yoshioka, 1982; Lamare, 1998; Lamare and Barker, 1999; Doherty et al., 2004; Mariani et al., 2005; Pineda et al., 2010); or identification of paternity using genetic markers (Grosberg and Quinn, 1986; Mackie et al., 2006). Though the study of the larval lives of most organisms has necessarily relied on such indirect methods or on laboratory observations, the larvae of a few organisms are large enough to be seen with the naked eye, and the planktonic phase is short enough to be followed by divers on a single tank of air. Through the use of scuba, a handful of studies have taken advantage of these properties to elucidate important aspects of larval behavior and their consequences for successful establishment events.

Olson (1983; 1985) was able to follow the larval fate of the ascidian Diademnum molle at Lizard Island, Australia. Diademnid larvae remain in the plankton for a matter of minutes or hours and are large enough to be seen by the naked eye. Species of the family Diademnidae also release their larvae at a predictable time every day of the year. Variation in the timing of release among species appears to depend on whether a species contains symbiotic algae. Species that lack algae release larvae around dawn, whereas those that possess algae release larvae near the middle of the day. Diademnum molle larvae are 2.5 mm long and contain algae of the genus Prochloron sufficient to add color and thus be visible under water. Olson (1983) was able to track 89 larvae, 14 of them from release to settlement. Newly released larvae displayed positive phototaxis and swim toward the surface. After one to ten minutes, the phototaxis was reversed, and the larvae appeared to be attracted by dark surfaces, including divers’ wetsuits. The planktonic stage of the 14 larvae that could be followed from release to settlement ranged from 40 seconds to 6 minutes. Larvae that swim longer were often lost from observation before they settled, but laboratory experiments showed that in general they settle 20 minutes to 2 hours after release, with 90% settling within 30 minutes. When a patch reef was denuded of adult colonies, recruitment ceased on a downstream reef that it was higher than expected by chance on bare space and on the sponge Euryspongia, but lower than expected on three other genera of sponges. Davis observed larvae approaching bare space and four kinds of sponges and scored how many settled on each substratum versus how many touched it and then released. Eighty four larvae could be followed from release to settlement. They showed a preference for settling on bare space or on unfouled surfaces of Euryspongia, with a high percentage of rejection of three other sponges. Davis also quantified post-settlement survival of recruits for 30 days, and found a tight correlation between larval substrate preference and juvenile survivorship. In a different study, Davis and Butler (1989) followed 100 larvae of Podoclavella moluccensis to assess how far they traveled before settlement. The distance ranged from 5 cm to 13.4 m, with nearly 80% settling within 2.5 m of the point of release.

Potential sources of mortality could also be determined by following the larvae of both Diademnum molle (Olson 1983) and of Podoclavella moluccensis (Davis and Butler, 1989). Stony corals and hydroids often entangled the ascidian larvae. Entangled larvae usually were able to break free, but in some cases were ingested. Fishes that put the larvae in their mouth invariably spit them out, presumably because they are unpalatable. Such high rejection rates were not observed in a study conducted by Stoner (1990; 1994) in Hawaii on the larvae of the ascidian Diplosoma similis.

In Stoner’s (1990; 1994) study, 259 larvae of Diplosoma similis were followed in Kaneohe Bay, at the island of Oahu in Hawaii. Like Diademnum molle, Diplosoma similis is host to algal cells of the genus Prochloron. Larvae are approximately 2 mm long and are released predictably in the morning hours, so they could be followed by divers. Stoner found that larvae swim for an average of 3.8 minutes and disperse at an average distance of 2.2 m from the parental colony. At approximately 42 seconds after release, the larvae swim down toward the substratum, maintaining a distance of a few centimeters from it. At a mean time of approximately two minutes after release, they contacted the surface of the reef. Dead coral, an unidentified sponge, and the green algae Dictyosphaeria were preferred points of contact. After contact, they moved along the bottom for a distance of 20 cm before losing their tails and settling to form new colonies (Stoner, 1994). Of the total number of larvae that were followed by divers, 34% were lost from observation. Of the remaining 171 larvae, 71% settled successfully, and 49% were either eaten by planktivores or became ensnared in mucus sheets of coral and the larvacean Oikopleura, an important difference from the larvae of Diademnum molle observed by Olson (1983) and of Podoclavella cylindrica observed by Davis (1987).
Predation by pomacentrids and coral was also high on another ascidian, *Lissoclinum patella* (Olson and McPherson, 1987). Post-settlement mortality of *Diplosoma simile* was much higher than mortality in the larval stage: 50% of the newly metamorphosed individuals perished within one day of metamorphosis, and none survived longer than a month (Stoner, 1990).

These studies, along with a few others (e.g., Young and Chia, 1984) have greatly increased our knowledge of events that occur in the larval life stage of ascidians and of the factors that influence their rate of entering benthic communities. The extent to which information from ascidians can be generalized to other organisms with much longer periods in the plankton, particularly planktotrophic ones, remains to be determined. Scuba cannot be used for direct observations of larvae that measure less than 1 mm or that stay in the water column for long periods of time, but it is still useful in documenting the beginning of their lives (i.e., their release) and the stage at which they are transformed to their sedentary stage (i.e., settlement).

**The Use of Scuba to Determine Larval Settlement**

Settlement, the selection of substrate and metamorphosis into the sedentary phase, is a critical phase in the lives of many marine organisms. However, it can be observed only when larvae are large enough to be seen as they settle (see section on larval observations). For most organisms we can study only recruitment, the addition of individuals to an arbitrary age class as they grow. Each study of recruitment attempts to concentrate on recruitment to the smallest size that can be observed within sampling intervals (dictated by logistic considerations) in order to deduce as accurately as possible the processes that affect settlement. Stoner’s (1990) finding that 50% of newly metamorphosed ascidian colonies perished within a day after larval settlement suggests that the window provided by recruitment for a realistic view of settlement may be very narrow. Although this is expected to vary with the type of organism (Hunt and Scheibling, 1997), 30 studies on bivalves, gastropods, barnacles, ascidians, bryozoans and echinoderms, reviewed by Gosselin and Qian (1997), all suggest that juvenile mortality is generally quite high. High mortality before the first observation of recruiting juveniles can lead to erroneous estimates of settlement, particularly if mortality is not random, though the unknowable distortions do not necessarily affect all studies. For example, studies that seek to quantify the number of juveniles of a particular species that enter the benthic community at a given time can accommodate net recruitment without knowledge of pre- versus post-settlement mortality.

Without scuba, recruitment of juvenile marine organisms can be studied in only the intertidal (e.g., Crisp, 1961; Connell, 1972; Strathmann et al., 1981; Grosberg, 1982; Connell, 1985) or on panels that can be suspended in the water and then retrieved (e.g., Osman and Whitlatch, 1995). With the ability of divers to remain under water for long periods of time, the study of recruitment of both sessile and mobile juvenile marine organisms has blossomed and has resulted in more studies than can be reviewed here. Scuba has allowed non-destructive quantification of organisms that appear on a given natural or artificial substrate in pre-determined intervals, as well as comparisons and manipulations intended to uncover factors that affect the entrance of juveniles into benthic communities as the result of larval settling preferences (Highsmith, 1982; Snelgrove et al., 1999; Mariani et al., 2005), oceanographic conditions (Stoner et al., 1997), predation (Sammacco, 1980; 1982; Yoshioka, 1982; Doherty et al., 2004), depth (Hurlbut, 1991), and other physical parameters (Yoshioka, 1982).

Occasionally, the fortuitous occurrence of a major ecological shift during the period of monitoring has resulted in the opportunity to study a phenomenon of even wider importance than recruitment itself. An example of such a case has been the study of Bak (1985) of recruitment of the sea urchin *Diadema antillarum* during mass mortality suffered by this species. Bak (1985) studied the recruitment of juvenile *Diadema* to plastic grates suspended over the reef in Curacao from 1982 to 1984. *Diadema antillarum* was, until 1983, a dominant component of Caribbean coral reefs, affecting community composition through its grazing of algae (Sammacco, 1982; Carpenter, 1986), predation on live coral (Bak and van Eys, 1975; Sammarco, 1980), and bioerosion of the calcium carbonate substrate (Scoffin et al., 1980). Starting in April 1983, *D. antillarum* suffered mass mortality, which was first noticed on the Caribbean coast of Panama, and was then followed as it affected all populations in the Caribbean and the western Atlantic (Lessios et al., 1984) one by one. Population densities in all studied localities were reduced by more than 97% (Lessios, 1988). The mass mortality front, traveling along coastal currents, reached Curacao in October 1983 (Bak et al., 1984).

In Bak’s (1985) study, divers examined the small cells of the plastic grates similar to the ones shown in Figure 1 every two weeks and were able to locate juvenile sea urchins 1–3 mm in diameter. The number of recruits at each plate over time established that (1) recruitment was higher where the resident adult populations of the species were dense; (2) there were seasonal peaks of recruitment; and (3) a certain amount of growth of coralline algae on the grates was necessary for sea urchin recruitment, but excessive fouling of the plastic by algae depressed the number of juveniles observed by the divers. The number of small *Diadema* located by Bak at each sampling interval between June 1982 and February 1984 was impressive. Maximum densities of juveniles were 102–188/m² recruited in a fortnight in June 1983. After February 1984, practically no juveniles recruited on the plastic grates through December 1984, when monitoring stopped. Thus, the larvae of *Diadema* were arriving at Curacao for four months following the decimation of the adult populations on this island in October 1983. These larvae could have only come from other populations that had not yet been affected by the mass mortality. Indeed, *D. antillarum* populations on the coast of Venezuela died off in late November 1983 and at Barbados, upstream of Curacao on the Caribbean Current, in early December 1983 (Lessios et al., 1984). In the laboratory, larvae of this species settle 34 to 90 days after fertilization (Carpenter, 1997; Eckert, 1998), so the...
cessation of recruitment in Curàçao in March 1984 is consistent with the hypothesis that larvae continued to arrive from as far as Barbados, then stopped after the Barbados populations were decimated. Bak’s study thus demonstrated not only factors that are important for eliciting settlement, but also the geographical extent of linkages between populations and the significance of events at distant places for settlement of a prominent component of the coral reef community.

**Diadema antillarum** populations in the Caribbean continued to remain low for the next quarter of a century (Lessios, 2005; Chiappone et al., 2008; Miller et al., 2009). Vermeij et al. (2010) followed up on Bak’s (1985) study by setting up the same plastic grates on leeward reefs at Curàçao and monitoring recruitment from March to July 2005. They found that 22 years after the decimation of resident populations, the recruitment rate had increased by a factor of 56 relative to what it was immediately after the mass mortality, but was still half of what it was before this event. Despite this increase in recruitment, adult populations around the island remained low, indicating that settlement and recruitment are necessary but not sufficient causes for population recovery.

**CONCLUSIONS**

As the examples we presented in this chapter indicate (and they are only a small part of underwater research), much has been accomplished through scuba to study reproductive biology and early life histories of marine invertebrates. Some of the data that have been gathered have been the result of systematic or serendipitous observations, but a large part of marine research involves actual experimentation that was probably never envisioned in the days before autonomous diving became a reality. The study of biology will never be as easy under water as it is on land, but technological advancements that permit longer, deeper dives with less need for infrastructural support will, in the future, provide new insights into the life histories of marine organisms.
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